Front Office Workflow Guide
Learn how to add patients, manage the schedule, check-in patients, record
copays, upload documents, and complete other administrative tasks.
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1. Add patients
From your Dashboard, select Charts and click “Add patient”

Complete all required fields and click “Save”

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I import patients?
VIDEO:
add and import patients into Practice Fusion
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2. Update patient information
Edit contact demographic information in the Profile tab of the patient’s chart. Here you can also add the
patient’s Insurance, Care Team and manage other patient settings.

Click “Add” next to Insurance within the Profile tab to record new insurance. A new window will open
and you’ll be required to record “Payer Name”, “Plan Name and Type”, “Order of Benefits”, “Insurance
ID”, “Effective Date” and “Copay” type. Ensure you update the “Payment Preference” and add
guarantor details if required.
Under Care Team, click “Add provider”. Here you can establish a preferred provider within your
practice, record a referring provider from “Your connections” (Directory) or “Add new provider to
connections”.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I use Prescription History?
ARTICLE: How do I add Insurance/Payers?
ARTICLE: How do I assign a Care Team?
ARTICLE: How do I add a new contact to my Directory (connections)?
VIDEO: Adding payers and patient insurance
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3. Establish your schedule settings

When updating your Schedule settings, you should:






Establish your Cancellation policy
Color code your schedule by Appointment type or Provider
Add new custom Appointment types
Select a default Appointment type
Establish Facility hours (office hours)

*Only EHR administrators can change these settings

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I update my appointment schedule?
ARTICLE: What is the appointment reminder process?
ARTICLE: Online Appointment Booking Page FAQ
VIDEO: Schedule and manage appointments with Practice Fusion
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4. Schedule appointments
Click the Week tab to schedule appointments in a multi-user, master calendar
Click the Day tab to schedule appointments out in a daily, provider-separated calendar

Select “Add appointment” or double-click into any time slot to create a new appointment. Fill out the
required fields and select “Save”. Note you can schedule reoccurring appointments by checking
“Repeat” and select the frequency. Note appointment reminders will be delivered to the patient’s email
one week and one day before their scheduled appointment.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I schedule
recurring appointments?
ARTICLE: How do I create a block on
the schedule?
ARTICLE: How can I hide inactive
users in the schedule?
VIDEO: Schedule and manage
appointments with Practice Fusion
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5. Record appointment confirmation
In the Appointments tab, select “Edit confirmation”.

Enter the “Confirmation Method” and any notes associates with the confirmation, select “Save”.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I update an appointment’s confirmation status in the schedule?
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6. Check insurance eligibility
After recording insurance details in the profile of the patient’s chart, navigate to the
“Schedule”. From the “Appointments” tab, select “View details”.

You can also “View details” from the profile of the patient’s chart.

Pro-tip: Your providers will need to be enabled for e-prescribing before you can check eligibility.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I complete insurance eligibility checks?
ARTICLE: What payers are supported for insurance eligibility checks?
VIDEO: Simplify check-in with the scheduler and eligibility verification
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7. Check-in patients upon arrival
When your patient arrives for their appointment (or cancels/no shows), update the status from
“Pending” to “Arrived”, “Cancelled” or “No show”.

Prior to the patient’s arrival, the EHR auto-runs the patient’s insurance eligibility *7 days before their
appointment. You can also manually check eligibility by selecting “Check”.

*Note not all payers supported, see link below for details.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I change appointment status in the scheduler?
VIDEO: Simplify check-in with the scheduler and eligibility verification
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8. Record patient’s Copay and print
receipt
In the Appointments tab, click on “$X.XX due” and enter the amount collected, the “Payment Method”
and notes if applicable.

You can also “Save and print receipt” for the patient.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How can I track copays in the schedule?
ARTICLE: Where do you track the copay on the Superbill?
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9. Process online intake forms
If a patient has completed your online intake form prior to arriving to their appointment, you can
process updates of both demographic and insurance information in Tasks.

Answers to custom questions, medications, allergies and symptoms will appear in the “Subjective”
portion of the auto-generated encounter (SOAP) note.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: What is Patient Intake (Online Check-In)?
ARTICLE: How do I create Patient Intake (online Check-In) Templates?
ARTICLE: How does a patient fill out the Patient Intake (Online Check-In) Form?
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ARTICLE:
do I process Patient Intake (Online Check-In) Forms?

10. Upload documents to a patient’s
chart
From Tasks, select Documents at the top left corner. Click “Upload” and choose documents from your
computer. We recommend .PDF or .JPEG file types – as you will be able to preview this in the EHR.

Update the document details, including “Patient”, “Document Name”, “Document Type”, “Date” and
“Provider”.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE:
ARTICLE:
ARTICLE:
ARTICLE:

How do I upload documents?
How do I create custom document types?
How do I attach a document to an encounter?
How can I use the Updox inbound fax feature with Practice Fusion?
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11. Process e-Prior Authorizations for
medications
When a provider sends an e-prescription for a medication that requires a prior authorization, they’ll be
notified at the point-of-care. To process the form, go to Reports, select Prior Authorization Report, and
select “Open” next the report you want to process.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I use ePrior Authorization?
VIDEO: Save time with ePrior authorizations for prescriptions
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12. Send e-Faxes (referrals)

From a patient’s chart, select “Add referral” from the “Actions” drop-down menu. Then select or add a
provider from “My Connections” panel. Select the provider you wish to send “on behalf of”, populate
the body of the letter using your templates, and include attachments. Attachments can include
encounter notes, lab/imaging results and documents uploaded to the patient’s chart.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I send a referral?
ARTICLE: How do I add attachments to referral letters?
ARTICLE: How do I create referral templates?
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VIDEO:
Sending
referrals

13. Messaging & Tasks
You can message internally with other practice members (and with patients enrolled in the PHR) by
selecting Messages.

You can also send messages directly from the patient’s chart by selecting “Actions” and “New Message”.

Create a new task in the patient’s chart by selecting “Actions” and “New Task”, or click the orange “New
Task” button in your task box. Assign a task to yourself or someone in your office.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I use Messaging?
ARTICLE: How do I send a message from a lab result?
ARTICLE: How do I use the Tasks section?
ARTICLE: How do I customize my Tasks section?
VIDEO: Stay organized by managing your tasks
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For information about features not reviewed in this guide, please
visit the Knowledge Base to view step-by-step instructional articles
relating to every feature in Practice Fusion.
For video tutorials and to learn more about Practice Fusion’s newest features,
check out the Learning Center.

Additional Sites for Your Reference:
Meaningful Use Center
Help Center
e-Prescribing Center
Electronic Lab Ordering Center
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